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My Math, Grade 5, Vol. 1
(ELEMENTARY MATH CONNECTS)
Synopsis

This set provides the consumable Student Edition, Volume 1, which contains everything students need to build conceptual understanding, application, and procedural skill and fluency with math content organized to address CCSS. Students engage in learning with write-in text on vocabulary support and homework pages, and real-world problem-solving investigations.
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Customer Reviews

Two volumes make up one grade level of this math book. It's adopted by the school I teach at so I have access to the online portion, answer keys, etc. For those who want to use it for homeschooling, etc, keep in mind that there is no answer key. Also, buying this book probably does not give you access to the online portion b/c you have to have user credentials to sign into and out of it.

Book arrived, it is not in good shape. It has a lot of pages missing...and worst of all, the book is in Spanish and it showed that it was the English version. Absolutely, totally misrepresented.

This book was suppose to be new. I am currently sitting down trying to erase the TON of writing inside of it. I'm so upset!

Love this for my kids during the summer.
I guess my boy enjoyed it, teachable

Great resource for teaching students. It is easy for them to follow and gives hands on learning. There are also foldables to help reinforce the concepts.
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